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To,
The ED-Asset Manager
MH Asset, ONGC,
Vasudhara Bhavan,
Bandra -East,
Mumbai-400 051.

The championing of your administration along with all predecessors echoes in
the achievements and contribution of all WINians for maintaining highest
level of productivity with all the aging fields of WOD continuously for 25
years.

Karmachari Sanghatana takes great pride and pleasure, in saluting one and
all who contributed in their own way (immaterial of office or field) towards the
successful dawning of this silver jubilee day.

On this unique and auspicious day of celebration what I want to propagate is,
"let work be worshiped as a religion",

That will be equally accepted to all minds,
it must be equally philosophical,
equally emotional and
equally conducive to action.

While not shifting our eyes from the mirror of our achievement, I wish to say,
"what we have achieved are but waves on the boundless oceans."

In this cut throat competition of business survival blanketing our pioneer-
ship in E&P, conceived due to Globalization and Liberalization we will have to
fight relentlessly towards energy freedom not only for us but for every citizen
of the nation, making ONGC proud of its unparallel human resources.



I once again, on behalf of Karmachari Sanghatana congratulate all WINians
and request your esteemed authority to aptly acknowledge their achievements
having braved all the hurdles.

cc:
The Chairman and Managing Director, ONGC
Director-HR, ONGC, Jeevan Bharti-II, New Delhi.

~ Di~ector (0), ONGC, Jeevan Bharti-II, New Delhi. ~
• GGM (HRjER), HRO, WOD NSE Plaza, BKC, Mumbai. 4- 1'\~

Area Manager, WIN Platform, MH Asset, Vasudhara Bhavan,
Bandra-(E).
Location Manager - WIN Platform, MH-Asset, Vasudhara Bhavan,
Bandra - (E).
DGM (HR), MH Asset, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra-East, Mumbai.
FPS - WIN Platform.


